STP CONSULTANTS

Project Experience - SPORTING
Boasting a history of demonstrated success in the delivery of sporting projects. STP Consultants continues to be at the forefront of engineering
innovation.
STP Consultants not only boast staff who are experts in their disciplines, we also pride ourselves on clients servicing and building long lasting
relationships.
PROJECT

DATE

Redcliffe Dolphins
Stage 2

Brisbane Grammar
School

VALUE

ROLE

CLIENT REFEREE

Completed Dolphin Stadium is a multi purpose venue and home of the
Redcliffe Dolphins. The stadium has the capacity to hold
10,000 spectators, facilitate a corporate area and bring the
latest technology to the QRL Cup live to so many
supporters. Stage 2 of the Dolphin Stadium is the
development of the Eastern Side to sit 3,500 spectators,
the development of Dolphins Academy and home of the
Dolphin Development Program as well as upgrading the
field and dressing room facilities. STP Consultants are
involved in the Detailed Design Development and
Construction Documentation for Structural, Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical and Hydraulics of the Stage 2
Development.

n/a

Structural/Civil/
Mechanical/
Electrical and
Hydraulics
Engineer

Paynter Dixon
(07) 3368 5500

Current

STP Consultants are currently engaged for Design and
Documentation for Structural, Civil, Electrical and Hydraulic
services for the new toilet block, office & changerooms plus
consulting engineer for the canteen extension, grandstand
improvement, roadworks to new changerooms and platform
to all new structures.

n/a

Structural/
Civil/Electrical/
Hydraulics
Engineer

Construction
and Project
Management
(Aust) - Robert
Timms

Morayfield Indoor
Sport & Event
Centre - Expansion

Current

Morayfield Indoor Sport Centre is used for an indoor
sporting arena for sports including cricket, netball, volleyball
and soccer as well as a construction carpark. The facility is
shared with the Morayfield Community Centre. The
expansion has come after a study indicated the greater
capacity of peak usage times and the benefits of expanding
the carpark which increases the sporting opportunities and
to provide space for trade shows, conferences and events.
STP Consultants are engaged in the Structural, Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical services to provide consulting
engineering for Early works, Design and Documentation and
Construction phase.

n/a

Structural/Ci
vil/
Mechanical/
Electrical
Engineer

PDT Architects Laurence Taylor
(07) 3232 1350

Ballina Indoor
Sports Centre

Current

Ballina Indoor Sports Centre is located in the Ballina Coast
High School where the Department of Education agreed to
construct two (2) court indoor sports centre for the students
and the wider community. The construction is to include two
courts, tiered seating, foyer area, change rooms, showers,
meeting rooms and carparks. The complex will provide
sufficient space for large events, provide a separation of nonschool users during operational hours. STP Consultants are
involved in the Full design, Documentation and Contract
Supervision for Structural, Civil and Hydraulic Services.

n/a

Structural/
Civil/Hydraulic
Engineer

PDT Architects
– Laurence
Taylor (07)
3232 1350

Mackay Sporting
Precinct

Current

The new $20 million dollar sporting complex will provide the
local community and region with specialised sport and
recreational facility. Stage 1 of the precinct will include
Athletics Facilities which will feature change rooms, cafe,
multi purpose area and official room for events. The sporting
complex will also facilitate an Aquatics facilities which will
feature a 50 metre outdoor pool, 25 metre pool and 15m
program pool with associated reception and amenities
buildings. STP Consultants are engaged in the Structural
Design, Documentation and Construction services.

$20

Structural
Engineer

Paynter Dixon
(07) 3368 5500

- Northgate Playing
Fields

DESCRIPTION

Million

